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An accessible book of 100 easy-to-make recipes for delicious dishes prepared in your air fryer,
including roasting, frying, baking, dehydrating, and proofing bread. Authorized by Instant
Brands.Air fryer ovens are wildly versatile appliances, and the newest model from Instant
Brands, ranked #1 in the category, promises to be the best of them all. They have the requisite
air fryer basket, as well as an oven rack, baking sheet, and rotisserie spit. The temperature
settings are precise and wide-ranging, allowing you to do everything from dehydrating jerky and
proofing bread dough to high-heat roasting and broiling. The Ultimate Air Fryer Oven
Cookbook makes use of all of these functions and more! The recipes include family-friendly
breakfasts such as baked oatmeal and breakfast burritos, snacks and appetizers such as
vegetable spring rolls and Scotch eggs, and a wide variety of lunches and dinners for
vegetarians and omnivores alike. Whether you have a fully equipped kitchen or a studio
kitchenette, you can cook wholesome and delicious meals for any occasion, all with one
countertop appliance.

About the AuthorCOCO MORANTE is a recipe developer and the author of the best-selling The
Essential Instant Pot Cookbook. She runs the popular Instant Pot Recipes Facebook page and
the Lefty Spoon blog. Her recipes are often featured in publications such as Simply Recipes,
The Kitchn, and Edible Silicon Valley.  --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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air fryers, and then there are air fryer ovens. With their ample cooking space, powerful
convection, and top and bottom heating elements, these appliances are so much more versatile
than their predecessors. They represent a huge upgrade from either a basket-style air fryer or a
basic toaster oven, with so much more power and versatility.Instant Brands sells a wide variety
of air frying appliances. This cookbook is focused specifically on the biggest and best of the
bunch—the air fryer ovens in the Omni line. They come in both 18- and 26-liter sizes, with the
names Omni, Omni Plus, and Omni Pro. From here on out we’ll refer to them as Omni ovens.
The recipes in this book will work without modification in any model of either size. If you have an
air fryer oven appliance from another brand, similar cooking times, temperatures, and cooking
programs can be used, but you may find that some slight adjustments are necessary.The Omni
ovens have a wide variety of cooking programs, designed to help you easily select the time,
temperature, and convection level suited to whatever food you are preparing. The selection of
cooking programs differs slightly on the two sizes of ovens, but there are no tasks that can’t be
done in either one. For instance, the 26-liter Omni Plus has a SLOW COOK program, but with
the right timing and temperature settings, you can use the BAKE program on the 18-liter Omni
Plus to accomplish the same ends. Whenever this is the case in a recipe, both options will be
listed.Because these ovens are so versatile, the recipes and methods in this book run the
gamut: You’ll learn how to use your air fryer oven not only to air fry, but also to roast, rotisserie,
bake, broil, slow cook, and dehydrate, and even to proof dough. My recipes are clearly written



and easy to follow step by step, and I’ll often give flavor variations as well as basic instructions
for more pared-down versions. For instance, you can cook up a pan of praline-coated bacon or
just plain bacon—there are instructions for both. Whether you want to whip up homemade latkes
or simply heat up a batch of frozen Tater Tots, you’ll find recipes here.I made sure to incorporate
lots of different breadings, coatings, spice mixtures, and sauces in this cookbook so that
cooking through it will teach you many ways to prepare your favorite crispy and flavorful “fried”
foods. The Pantry chapter contains homemade condiments and other basics that will take your
cooking up a level, but you can also substitute in store-bought items if you would like to keep
things simple. It’s all up to you.I hope that you enjoy cooking in your Omni oven as much as I do
in mine. This appliance has truly revolutionized the way I get meals on the table. Whether it’s
roasted zucchini and carrots in under 20 minutes, fresh “bagels” for a weekend morning treat, or
a beautifully burnished Basque-style cheesecake to impress and delight dinner guests, you
really can do it all in this amazing countertop oven.The following introductory pages will walk you
through using all of the functions of your appliance. I’ll tell you about my favorite accessories and
tools to use with the air fryer oven, most of which you’re likely to have in your kitchen already. I’ll
also talk about air fryer pantry staples, give you my best tips for air fryer oven care and cleaning,
and list some helpful FAQs. Let’s get cooking.Coco MoranteHow to Use the Air Fryer OvenAir
fryer ovens are very intuitive machines to use. If you’ve ever operated a toaster oven, you won’t
find there’s much of a steep learning curve as far as operating the appliance goes. However,
there are some important things to know, which we’ll go over here.First off, it’s a good idea to
open the manual that comes with your appliance and become acquainted with all of the different
programmed settings. Different air fryers have different cooking programs and accessories
included, and you’ll want to be able to take advantage of them all.Most air fryer ovens will, at the
very least, come with an air frying basket, a wire oven rack, and a cooking pan. The Omni ovens
also come with a rotisserie spit. With all of these accessories, you’ll be able to do so much more
than air frying. (In the coming pages, I’ll also talk about my other favorite accessories and tools
to use with the air fryer oven, most of which you’re likely to have in your kitchen already.)Omni
ovens currently come in two different sizes: 18 liters (a little over 4 gallons) and 26 liters (a little
under 6 gallons). Though it might seem like this would make a big difference in capacity, it
actually doesn’t—the extra liters are mostly in height rather than width or depth of the cooking
space. So you’ll be able to fit most of the same cookware in both sizes of air fryer oven. More
than size, choosing between these machines really comes down to what you like in terms of
aesthetics, safety features, and price point.Preheating, Cooking, and Keep WarmWhile some
basket-style air fryers begin cooking right when you press the “Start” button, air fryer ovens
generally have a short preheating cycle on most of their cooking programs. Happily, this takes
much less time than preheating a traditional oven. The Omni ovens take 2 to 4 minutes to
preheat, depending on the cooking temperature. The cooking status indicator at the top of the
display will change from “preheating” to “cooking” when the oven has preheated, and the oven
will beep as well. For best results, wait until your air fryer oven has preheated to cook the food



when the cooking program requires it, unless a recipe instructs otherwise.Some cooking
programs, such as TOAST, SLOW COOK, REHEAT, and DEHYDRATE, do not have a
preheating cycle. With those programs, you’ll put the food in the cold oven, then select the
cooking program and press “Start” for the cooking program to begin. The cooking status
indicator will read “cooking” from the start of the program.There is also a “keep warm” cooking
status indicator on all of the Omni ovens. The “keep warm” status indicator turns on at the end of
the AIR FRY, BAKE, ROAST, and BROIL cooking programs and switches to “off” once the oven
cools down to 180°F.High and Low ConvectionMost of the cooking programs on the Omni ovens
can be set to either high or low convection. This allows you to change the speed of the
convection fan. On the “hi” setting, the airflow is quite strong, to the point that lighter items will be
blown around, including any parchment paper or aluminum foil that is not being held down by
somewhat heavy food items. You would not, for instance, want to cook s’mores on the high
convection setting.Unless a specific setting is indicated in a recipe, leave the oven on its default
“lo” setting.There are a few cooking programs that cannot toggle between low and high
convection: AIR FRY, WARM, and TOAST. When the AIR FRY program is running, the fan is
always on high convection. When the WARM program is on, the fan is always set to low
convection. The TOAST program does not have a “hi” or “lo” convection setting.Turn FoodOmni
ovens have a unique and useful feature: When it is time to flip, stir, or rotate the food, as
suggested in a given recipe, it will beep and show a status message that reads “turn food.” This
message comes on two-thirds of the way through the cooking time in the AIR FRY and BAKE
programs, as well as in the ROAST program when the rotisserie is turned off. You do not have to
press any buttons to turn on this feature; in the cooking programs listed, it will automatically
come on. I will sometimes set a phone timer as well, though, especially if I am leaving the room
and might not hear the oven beep.While you are not required to turn the food during the cooking
process, it does ensure that foods will be evenly browned and crisped. However, if a recipe does
not instruct you to turn the food when the “turn food” message appears, you can ignore it. The
oven will continue its cooking program uninterrupted.Cooking Programs and PresetsEach air
fryer oven has a slightly different selection of cooking programs, and each cooking program has
a defined range of temperatures, cooking times, and convection settings. However, you don’t
need to feel completely locked in to using the “correct” program for whatever you are making.
They are mostly there to help you quickly zero in on the best settings for a given recipe. We’ll talk
about all of them here.Air FryThis is the program you’ll use for any recipes that are made in the
air frying basket. Think breaded items such as chicken tenders and mozzarella sticks, foods
you’d like to crisp evenly on all sides such as chickpeas and Brussels sprouts, and meats that
benefit from having their fat render and drip away, such as hamburgers and steaks. (It might
seem like an extra fuss to cook meats in the air frying basket rather than on the cooking pan, but
you do actually save a lot in cleanup, since the air directs most of the spatter down into the
cooking pan this way rather than onto the sides of the oven.)Only the top heating elements and
heating coil are turned on while the AIR FRY program is on, similar to how a basket-style air fryer



operates. The Omni oven’s air frying basket sits directly on the wire oven rack when air frying to
allow airflow all around the food in the basket. To avoid extra mess and cleanup, always
remember to place the black enamel cooking pan in the lowest position of the oven, above the
bottom heating elements, to act as a drip tray. This way, you’ll catch any crumbs or grease, and
the bottom heating elements will remain clean.On the Omni ovens, the AIR FRY program has a
temperature range of 180°F to 450°F and a cooking time range of 1 minute to 45 minutes.ToastA
self-explanatory program, you’ll select TOAST to make, well, toast. It’s also great for warming
flatbreads, bagels, and other breads straight from the freezer. This program does not have a
preheat cycle—just like when you’re using any other toaster, the cooking begins right when you
press “Start.” On the Omni ovens, rather than adjusting this program to a specific time and
temperature, you are able to select the number of slices and the level of browning you prefer,
and the oven adjusts the heat and time accordingly. You’ll place breads directly on the wire oven
rack when using this program. Make sure the cooking pan is not in the oven, as it will block the
heat from the bottom heating elements, causing uneven toasting. (Oh, and if you notice that the
toasting time varies from one use to the next, that’s likely because the oven has adjusted to
account for still being warm.)BakeYes, you can make wonderful cakes, cookies, and brownies in
your air fryer oven. All of the Omni ovens are big enough to comfortably fit most Pyrex, ceramic,
and metal baking dishes and pans. The one exception would be a typical handled glass or
ceramic 9×13-inch casserole dish. In this size, you’ll need to find one without handles (the metal
ones from USA PAN fit nicely). On the opposite end of the size spectrum, I love using the Pyrex
Littles baking dishes for smaller recipes, like poached shrimp.Bake directly on the black enamel
cooking pan that comes with your Omni oven or, when using a baking dish or pan in the Omni
oven, stack it on top of the cooking pan rather than on the wire oven rack. The cooking pan fits
more snugly in the rack positions than the wire rack, so heavier dishes will not cause it to fall out
of place as the wire rack might. (The wire rack is better suited to lighter items such as toast or
anything you are preparing in the air frying basket.)Both the bottom and top heating elements
heat up on the BAKE program, so the air fryer oven works like a traditional oven, except it’s
much faster and more efficient. After a fast preheating cycle, the oven beeps and the cooking
program begins, counting down from the specified cooking time. Once you’ve been using your
air fryer oven for a while, you’ll get a sense of when you need to turn it on, as it preheats so fast
and you’ll want to be ready to put the food in when the countdown starts. (If you preheat the oven
too soon, though, you can always re-enter the proper cooking time once you put in the food.)The
BAKE program can be used for more than baked goods. Baked fish, a casserole, a cooking pan
full of vegetables . . . they can all be cooked with this program with great results.BroilSimilar to a
traditional oven, the air fryer oven’s BROIL program makes use of the heating elements and
heating coil at the top of the oven and starts right away, without a preheating cycle. The highest
rack position is labeled for broiling use, but I often will broil foods one notch down, in the second-
highest position designated for the air frying basket. (You can place the cooking pan, wire oven
rack, or air frying basket on any position you choose, but if you’re broiling something that’s tall or



in a high-sided baking dish, the highest position is often a little too close to the heat.)Roast/
RotisserieSelect the ROAST program on the Omni ovens for any foods you’d roast on a sheet
pan (meats, vegetables, etc.). Use the black enamel cooking pan alone or with another baking
pan or baking dish on top. Roasting has two modes of use, depending on whether or not the
“Rotate” function is engaged. Having “Rotate” on is the default when you are using the ROAST
program—you’ll need to press “Rotate” to turn it off. When the “Rotate” function is on, the
ROAST program works as a rotisserie. Only the top heating elements and heating coil are on,
and the food will rotate on the rotisserie spit. When the “Rotate” function is off, the ROAST
program works exactly like the BAKE program, with both the top and bottom heating elements in
use.When I use the ROAST program with the rotisserie spit and the “Rotate” function engaged, I
like to put the cooking pan on the lowest rack position, underneath the rotisserie spit, to catch
any dripping grease. It’s also a convenient way to cook something else on the cooking pan at the
same time, like potatoes with a pork tenderloin roast. This is fine to do, since the bottom heating
elements are not turned on.If the food needs a little more clearance on the bottom to rotate
properly, though, you can use the rotisserie function without the cooking pan underneath. When
doing this, many people line the bottom crumb tray with foil for easier cleanup, but this is not
recommended by Instant Brands.Slow CookThis program works similarly to the “low” setting on
a crock-style slow cooker or Instant Pot. It heats to a mellow cooking temperature of 210°F,
perfect for tender, fall-apart chicken breasts and even desserts like ultra-fudgy brownies. You
can use the cooking pan or any baking dish to slow cook foods. I like the convenience of cooking
and serving out of an 8-inch square Pyrex baking dish, which fits perfectly in all of the Omni
ovens. For meats or other foods that you don’t want to dry out, cover the baking dish with foil or
any other heat-safe cover.If your Omni oven does not come with a SLOW COOK program, you
can accomplish the same thing by using the BAKE program at 210°F. You will be limited by the
time range of the BAKE program, as it maxes out at 4 hours, rather than 20 hours on the SLOW
COOK program. This has not been an issue for me—all of the slow-cooked recipes in this book
have cooking times of just 2 hours.ReheatThe REHEAT program operates within a lower
temperature range and shorter cooking time range than the ROAST and BAKE programs, as it is
meant for reheating already cooked foods. You can easily reheat leftovers as long as they’re on
or in oven-safe cookware. The default time and temperature for the REHEAT program is 10
minutes at 300°F, sufficient for reheating most thin air-fried items such as fries and chicken
tenders. For thicker items, you may want to select a lower temperature and/or longer reheating
time.ProofIf you are already an avid baker, you know that most yeasted doughs require some
time to proof, or rise, before baking. There is an optimum temperature range for proofing, 70°F to
100°F. Below this range, baked goods will take a long time to rise; above this range, yeast can
begin to die off due to the heat. The PROOF program operates within this range, with a time
range of 1 minute to 4 hours. Select a lower temperature for a slower rise or a higher
temperature for a faster rise. I like to cover my bowl of dough on the PROOF program, since the
convection action can tend to dry out the top of the dough if it is left uncovered.If your oven does



not have a PROOF program, simply use its DEHYDRATE program for similar results. Just make
sure you set the temperature to 100°F or lower for a successful rise.DehydrateApple chips, beef
jerky, and other dehydrated foods are easy to prepare in the Omni ovens with the DEHYDRATE
program. The air frying basket is the best tool for this program, as it allows airflow all around the
food for even drying. If you like, you can also buy wire mesh stacked dehydrator racks from
cookware stores or online. This will allow you to increase the dehydrating capacity of your oven
considerably—helpful if you want to make larger batches.All of the recipes in this book that make
use of the DEHYDRATE program are designed to fit in the air frying basket that comes with the
oven, but they can easily be scaled up if you use a separate dehydrating rack. The cooking times
should remain the same, as long as you still have good airflow between all of the layers, though
you may need to rotate the air frying basket and racks halfway through cooking for the most even
results.WarmThere is a dedicated WARM program on some Omni ovens. It operates in a slightly
narrower temperature range than the REHEAT program and only makes use of the bottom
heating elements for gentle warming rather than cooking. It is meant to keep already cooked
food warm, without it overcooking or drying out on top. You can set it to run for up to 2
hours.PresetsIn addition to the cooking programs listed above, some models of Omni ovens
have presets as well. Presets are just slightly more targeted time and temperature ranges
designed for specific foods. For instance, the Omni Plus 26-liter oven has eight presets within
the AIR FRY program, including “Fries,” “Chicken,” and “Veggies”; in the REHEAT program, there
is a specific preset for pizza. To learn more about these presets, look in the Smart Programs
section of your Omni oven’s user manual for a chart detailing their time and temperature
ranges.The recipes in this book do not require you to select presets for individual foods but
rather give specific temperature and time recommendations. This way, they can be used in any
Omni oven.Must-Have Tools and AccessoriesHere is a list of my top favorite tools and
accessories to use with an air fryer oven. Of course, you can get cooking without buying any
extras, but I do find that these items make cooking in the air fryer oven easier, safer, and more
enjoyable with better results.Cooking Pan, Air Frying Basket, and Wire Metal Oven RackYou will
cook the majority of the recipes in this book using the black enamel cooking pan or the air frying
basket, both of which come with all of the Omni ovens. The oven door is labeled with all of the
different smart cooking programs, showing you which oven rack position to use for each cooking
program. For instance, if a recipe uses the AIR FRY program, you’ll put the wire metal oven rack
in the rack position labeled “Air Fry” and place the black enamel cooking pan underneath it in the
bottom oven rack position to catch any drips or crumbs. If a recipe uses the BAKE program,
you’ll position the cooking pan in the oven rack position labeled “Bake.”For recipes that use
additional cookware, such as a cake pan or Pyrex baking dish, you’ll place the cookware directly
on top of the black enamel cooking pan. It provides a much more stable surface than the wire
metal oven rack, which is better suited to air frying and toasting.Large Mixing BowlTo some
people, a 5- or 7-quart bowl may seem like an absurdly large thing to have in your kitchen,
especially if your household is small like mine. However, I find it immensely helpful to have a big



bowl for tossing vegetables in their oil and seasonings before air frying. It’s much easier to
achieve an even-all-around coating of oil and seasonings when tossing food in a bowl as
opposed to drizzling oil on the food while it’s already on the pan, then awkwardly flipping or
stirring it with your hands or a utensil. Also, your hands stay clean this way.You can either use a
spatula or just hold onto the bowl tightly and use a flick of your wrists to get the food to slide up
the side of the bowl, into the air, and back into the bowl again. I learned this method in my
catering days, when we’d toss vegetables in oil and herbs for roasting or toss big salads with
vinaigrette. And as an added bonus, my toddler thinks it looks super cool.My favorite large
mixing bowls are the lightweight, stainless-steel ones from Vollrath. They make both light- and
heavy-duty bowls—the lighter ones are much easier to maneuver, and they’re less
expensive.Refillable Oil Spraying BottleI keep two spray bottles on my counter, one with extra
virgin olive oil and another with cold-pressed avocado oil, since I use those oils most often.
There are many brands of spray bottles available in cookware stores and online. Misto brand
bottles have been around a long time, and they work well, as do the newer (and more pricey)
Evo brand bottles. If you prefer a glass spray bottle, there are many similar-looking and similarly
rated ones in different brands available on Ebook Library, as well.Of course, you can also use
prefilled spray bottles or cans from the grocery store, such as Spectrum, Chosen Foods, PAM,
or a store brand. I tend to go through a good amount of oil, though, and I like that I can choose
high-quality oils to put in refillable bottles. They’re also an eco-friendlier option than cooking
spray.When you are spraying any kind of oil, do not spray it inside the oven—this is a fire hazard.
Rather, spray the food before you put it in the oven. Or if the food needs to be sprayed partway
through the cooking program, use heat-resistant mitts to remove the cooking pan or basket from
the air fryer oven, spray the food, then return it to the oven.Heat-Resistant MittsOven mitts are
key for safety when you’re using an air fryer oven—if you’re not wearing them, it is all too easy to
burn your hands. Even when I’m just removing toast from the oven, I’ll either use tongs or put on
heat-resistant mitts. I like the ones with a silicone coating from OXO and Gorilla Grip brands, as
they are better insulated than traditional quilted cloth mitts, especially if they become damp. The
mini all-silicone oven mitts from Instant Pot and other brands also work well, but they do give you
less hand and arm coverage than larger mitts. On the plus side, they’re a little more
maneuverable. Use whichever kind you prefer.Stainless-Steel TongsI find that it’s much easier to
get a grip on foods with tongs that have stainless-steel heads rather than ones that are made of
nylon or coated in silicone. Any tongs will work, though, so use whichever kind you prefer. They
are the perfect tool for tossing, flipping, and grabbing foods. I also use them to grab the edge of
the hot air frying basket and scoot it closer to the front of the oven so that it’s easier to remove
safely. There are many brands of stainless-steel tongs available—just look for ones that have a
nonslip grip on the handles for easier operation.Thin Flexible SpatulaMy favorite spatula to use
for turning foods in the air fryer oven is the thin flexible nylon turner from OXO. It’s heat resistant
up to 400°F, and the extremely thin edge is so easy to get under breaded foods like chicken
tenders without gouging or scraping off any of the breading. It’s also sturdy enough to lift heavier



items like burgers and pork chops.Metal Baking PansThe Omni ovens accommodate a wide
variety of cookware that you probably already have in your kitchen. Besides the black enamel
cooking pan that comes with the appliance, you can use quarter sheet pans, round cake pans of
most sizes, loaf pans, 8- and 9-inch square baking pans, and some metal 9×13-inch baking
pans, provided they don’t have handles that stick out from the sides. Having an arsenal of
different-size pans will set you up to bake, broil, and roast whatever you like. As a bonus, a
quarter sheet pan that comes with a cooling rack makes a convenient setup for breading, as well
as cooling baked goods.For one of my favorite desserts of all time, Basque-style cheesecake,
you’ll want to have a 3-inch-tall 7-inch round cake pan. I use the one from Fat Daddio, available
on Ebook Library.Whichever pan you are using, when baking in the Omni ovens, use the black
enamel cooking pan underneath it rather than the wire metal oven rack. This will make for a
more stable base for the baking pan.Pyrex and Corningware Baking DishesAny glass or ceramic
dish that is oven safe is also air fryer oven safe, provided that it fits in your air fryer oven. A wide
variety of Pyrex brand dishes will fit in the Omni ovens. In particular, I enjoy using their 8-inch
square baking dishes for slow-cooked dishes like chicken, as well as baked desserts including
brownies and mochi.Pyrex also has a line of smaller glass baking dishes made especially for
toaster ovens and air fryer ovens. They’re called Pyrex Littles, and they currently come in 18-,
24-, and 28-ounce sizes. I use the 28-ounce size when I’m making olive oil–poached shrimp.For
single-serving desserts, ramekins are a great size to fit in your air fryer oven. The 7-ounce
ramekins from Corningware make adorable baking and serving dishes for individual pumpkin
pies.Silicone Muffin CupsA full-size muffin tin won’t fit in most air fryer ovens, but you can still
bake a full batch of muffins by using silicone muffin cups. Place as many as you need on top of
the black enamel cooking pan to make muffins, cupcakes, or egg bites. I like the silicone muffin
cups from OXO best—they have a smooth inner surface that is easy to clean.Aluminum Foil and
Parchment PaperI find myself using either parchment paper or aluminum foil almost every time I
use my air fryer oven.If you’re cooking anything in the air frying basket, the easiest cleanup
option is to line the black enamel cooking pan with foil and place it in the lowest rack position of
the oven, where it will catch any drips. Tuck the foil under the sides of the cooking pan before
sliding it into its rack position, to make sure that the foil doesn’t break loose and end up flapping
around in the oven.Parchment paper makes it easy to fry or bake just about anything without fear
of it sticking to the air frying basket or cooking pan. Be mindful that when using parchment,
especially on the high convection setting, any corners that aren’t weighted down by food are
liable to flap around. This isn’t an issue most of the time, since you can space the food out
evenly on the parchment. However, for foods that need to spread when cooking, such as
cookies, I prefer to use aluminum foil, tucked under the edges of the pan.Instant-Read
ThermometerEspecially when you are first getting the hang of cooking in an air fryer oven, it’s
important to be able to gauge the internal temperature of foods. Taking a quick read with an
instant-read thermometer ensures that steaks, fish fillets, and other foods are cooked exactly
how you like them and have been brought up to a safe temperature. Due to the variability in



weight and thickness of cuts of meat and especially seafood, it is important to go by the internal
temperature of the food rather than the suggested cooking time in a recipe. Another variable is
how cold the food is when you place it in the oven. For instance, if the steaks still have some chill
from the fridge, they will surely take longer than ones that have been out on the counter for an
hour. Use a thermometer and you’ll never have to second guess.My favorite instant-read
thermometers are from the ThermoWorks brand. Their Thermapen thermometers run $80 to
$100 depending on the model, which is not cheap, but they are extremely durable workhorses in
the kitchen. You can also pick up their less-expensive ThermoPop model for under $35. It works
great; it just takes a couple seconds longer to get an accurate temperature read than the pricier
Thermapen.There are plenty of even less expensive instant-read thermometers available in
cookware stores and online as well.Cookie ScoopsI use a cookie scoop in many recipes in this
book, including much more than just cookies. Technically called dishers in restaurant-speak,
these scoops are invaluable for measuring out consistently even portions when making
meatballs (see Italian-Style Meatballs Marinara, Bison Meatloaf Meatballs, and Gochujang-
Spiced Pork Meatballs), falafel, muffins, and more.You’ll see me give instructions throughout this
book to use a 1½-tablespoon or 3-tablespoon cookie scoop. These volumes correspond with
standardized disher sizes #40 and #20, respectively. The ones I use are the medium- and large-
size cookie scoops from OXO.Shallow Bowls for BreadingMany air fryer recipes involve breading
—that is, dredging items in flour, egg wash or another liquid, and finally bread crumbs—for a
crispy coating. You don’t need specialized bowls or dishes made just for breading foods; any
three shallow bowls will do as long as they are large enough to fit the food you are breading. It’s
easiest to create a breading station with your bowls all lined up before you start dipping, so that
things don’t get too messy along the way.Large Silicone Trivet/MatIt’s not a complete necessity,
but many people like to avoid grease dripping on the inside of the oven door when taking the air
frying basket in and out of the oven. So they place a heat-resistant silicone trivet on top of the
oven door when it is open. There are a few brands of these heat-resistant, oven- and dishwasher-
safe 9×12-inch silicone trivets available online. You can also place one on the countertop for
setting down the air frying basket or cooking pan when you take it out of the oven.Air Fryer Oven
Pantry EssentialsHere are a few pantry items that I always have on hand to make air fryer oven
recipes.Panko and Plain Bread CrumbsBread crumbs make the crunchy coating on so many air-
fried foods because, unlike most liquid batters, they don’t spread or stick to the air frying basket
or cooking pan.Panko bread crumbs have a very fluffy, extra crispy texture, and they take up
about twice the volume, by weight, of traditional bread crumbs. They can’t be beat for achieving
a crunchy coating on shrimp, fish fillets, vegetarian chick’n nuggets, and more. I like the organic
variety from Edward & Sons best, but there are tons of brands available and most are good. Give
the crumbs a sniff when you open the container, to make sure they have not gone stale. There
are also gluten-free varieties available from Kikkoman and Kinnikinnick.Traditional plain bread
crumbs are smaller than panko, so they make a finer but still crunchy coating. I use them in
dishes like eggplant parmesan and mozzarella sticks. I usually have some around because they



are very easy to make from leftover bread. Look in the Pantry chapter for the recipe—you’ll never
waste leftover bread again. Another advantage to making your own bread crumbs is that you can
use gluten-free bread if you need to. Of course there are also store-bought plain bread crumbs
available—the brand I most often use is Progresso, but most brands are just fine. For a gluten-
free variety, the Ener-G brand is my favorite.Spray and Bottled OilsI use two kinds of oil most
often in this book—olive oil and avocado oil. Extra virgin olive oil has a stronger flavor that’s
suited to Mediterranean cuisines, and avocado oil has a neutral flavor profile and is well suited to
high-heat cooking. Any time avocado oil is called for, you can use any neutral-flavored oil that
you like. Have some on hand in a bottle for drizzling or adding to foods and some in a spray
bottle for lightly coating foods when air frying.All-Purpose Flour and Leavening AgentsFlour is
used in the breading process for many foods, usually as the first step, in order to help the rest of
the coating cling to the food. If you prefer, you can always substitute a gluten-free blend for
wheat-based all-purpose flour. My favorite gluten-free all-purpose flours are the ones from
Cup4Cup, King Arthur Flour, and Bob’s Red Mill (their 1-to-1 blend).For leavening agents, I
always keep instant yeast (SAF brand is my favorite) in the fridge or freezer and baking soda and
baking powder in the pantry. When you’re buying baking powder, choose an aluminum-free
variety, such as the ones from Rumford or Bob’s Red Mill. This will prevent it adding a metallic
taste to foods, especially when it’s used in a larger quantity for chicken wings.Grains and
BeansOld-fashioned or instant oats make their way into muffins and cookies in my house often—
they’re a nutritious whole grain, and I always have at least one or the other variety on hand.Rice
isn’t the first thing you think of when air frying, but it’s used in arancini and stuffed peppers, and I
serve it with tofu, tempeh, and lots of other main dishes. I always have at least one short- and
one long-grain white rice variety on hand.Dried chickpeas are the only kind that are suited to
making falafel—if you use canned, already cooked chickpeas, you’ll end up with a mushy,
nontraditional texture. You can absolutely use canned chickpeas when you’re just crisping them
up whole, as in salads.I always keep canned or dried black beans on hand for stuffed peppers
and as a side dish to go with tilapia and other Mexican-inspired main dishes. If you like, you can
substitute pinto beans in any recipe in this book.Spice Blends and RubsLook to the Pantry
chapter in this book for a handful of my favorite homemade spice blends and rubs, or use your
favorite store-bought varieties. As far as store-bought blends go, I always have a tin of Old Bay
seasoning on hand for seafood recipes, as well as some basic Italian seasoning for meatballs
and marinara sauce, a Cajun spice blend for sweet potato fries, and chili powder for Mexican-
inspired recipes.I love to switch up the flavor profile of different foods with spice blends. Make
your own shawarma spice blend for Middle Eastern–inspired flavor, mix up a poultry seasoning
blend for any recipe with turkey, such as burgers or roasted thighs, or seek out fresh and vibrant
spice blends from your local spice shop.For barbecue rub, I either make my own or use one from
Traeger or Meat Church, both available online. And for seasoned salt, I make my own or reach
for a shaker of Lawry’s.Condiments and SaucesTo achieve bold and varied flavors in my recipes,
I often rely on strongly flavored condiments from all over the globe. Chinese black bean garlic



sauce is an instant flavor bomb for green beans, Korean gochujang adds sweetness and mild
spice to meatballs, and tahini lends richness and an appealing bitter note to tahina and baba
ghanoush. English Worcestershire adds a savory note to meatloaf meatballs and tartar sauce. A
little dash of a strongly flavored condiment can really take food up a notch.To make meals extra
special, I make a lot of homemade sauces. They’re all easy to throw together, though of course
you can use store-bought varieties if you like. I especially enjoy making salsas (see Salsa
Ranchera and Salsa Verde), and I often whip up my own cashew-based version of mayonnaise.
It’s much lighter than egg-based mayo and gives a citrusy lift to anything it goes into.Pro Tips:
FAQs, Dos, and Don’tsIf you’re new to cooking in an air fryer oven, read through these FAQs and
tips first. You’ll probably find that some of your own questions are answered here.Q: I just got my
air fryer oven! What should I make first?A: First, follow the manufacturer’s instructions, reading
the manual to see if a test run is required. After that, the possibilities are endless. If you want to
start with something simple, go for a grilled cheese sandwich, roasted vegetables, or chicken
wings. If you’re vegetarian or feeding a vegetarian, definitely try my tofu-based chick’n nuggets—
I can never stop eating them when I make a batch. If you’re excited to get into crispy breaded
foods, try chicken tenders or cashew-crusted mahi mahi. For an impressive, yet incredibly easy
to make dessert, make a beautifully browned Basque-style cheesecake.Q: My air fryer oven has
a plastic-y smell. Will it go away?A: Yes. Sometimes air fryer ovens will have a short break-in
period, when some of the components release fumes when heated. If this is the case with yours,
you can repeat the test run process a few times, allowing the oven to heat and cool until there is
no longer any plastic smell. I recommend doing this in a very well-ventilated area or outside if
you can!Q: My air fryer oven says it has an 18-liter capacity. Does that mean I can cook 18 liters
of food in it?A: No, not exactly. That measurement refers to the total volume of the inside of the
oven. The cooking capacity is more dependent on the size of the air frying basket and cooking
pan or of whatever dish you’re using inside the oven.Q: How do I adjust the cooking time and
temperature?A: Different air fryer ovens have slightly different interfaces. Whether yours has a
control panel that’s operated with a touch screen, physical buttons, a universal dial, or some
combination of these, you’ll usually go through a similar set of steps, selecting a cooking
program (AIR FRY or BAKE, for instance), then adjusting the time and temperature according to
the recipe.Q: What if I’m just heating up frozen foods in the air frying basket, like frozen taquitos
or corn dogs?A: My rule of thumb is that, for smaller freezer-aisle items like taquitos, fish sticks,
and chicken nuggets, 400°F for 10 minutes on the AIR FRY program will usually get you a good
result. For thicker or larger frozen foods like veggie burgers and corn dogs or for frozen fries,
increase the time to 15 minutes. Once the program ends, I’ll use an instant-read thermometer to
check the internal temperature on a few pieces of food, making sure everything is nice and hot
before serving.Q: There’s steam coming out from the bottom of the oven door. Is that normal?A:
Yes, for foods that contain a lot of moisture, it is totally normal for some steam to escape out of
the bottom or sides of the oven door. You may also see some condensation form on the door
briefly, as the steam is escaping.Q: How do I use the rotisserie function?A: The pork loin and



whole rotisserie chicken recipes make great use of this function and give clear instructions. For
more information, look at your air fryer oven manual for instructions on assembling and using the
air fryer rotisserie spit. Generally, the rotisserie spit will come with two forks that will grab onto
the food and a pair of screws to attach the forks to the spit.Q: Can I use the rotisserie function
without the cooking pan underneath?A: Yes, you can use the rotisserie function without the
cooking pan, but you will need to clean off the bottom heating elements and the crumb tray
afterward, thoroughly wiping off any grease. Make sure that you do not turn the oven on while
the bottom heating elements or crumb tray have grease or food on them, as this will create
smoke.Q: Can I stack multiple pans/baskets/trays in the air fryer oven at one time?A: This is also
a yes, but foods may not cook as evenly since there will be less airflow getting to the items on
the bottom of the oven.Q: How can I tell when the oven has preheated, when it’s cooking, when
to turn the food, and when the cooking program has ended?A: Your air fryer oven should give
you both visual and auditory cues for all of these events. The Omni ovens have a convenient
cooking status indicator at the top of the control panel telling when the oven is preheating,
cooking, or keeping warm, and the oven will beep whenever the status changes. You’ll also hear
a beep and see the message “turn food” on the display when it is time to flip or stir the food. (If a
recipe does not state that you should turn or stir the food, ignore this message. The oven will
stop beeping on its own, and the cooking program will continue uninterrupted.)Q: Do I really
have to flip all of my air-fried foods during cooking?A: No, you can skip that step if you’d like.
However, the food will be less evenly browned and may not crisp on the bottom.Q: When does
the cooking program pause, and when does it continue?A: Any time the oven door is opened, a
cooking program will pause and the time countdown will pause accordingly. Once you close the
oven door again, the program will continue and the time will resume counting down. This means
that, for instance, if you are taking food out of the oven to flip it part of the way through cooking,
you may want to keep the oven door open a crack, so as to make sure that the cooking program
does not count down while you are busy turning the food.Q: How can I keep from getting burned
with my air fryer oven?A: Always use heat-resistant mitts when taking things out of your oven.
Use the appropriate utensil rather than your fingers to grab or flip foods. If you are trying to flip
something in the air fryer basket, it is safest to remove the basket from the oven, flip the food,
then return the basket to the oven, all while wearing heat-resistant mitts and using the
appropriate tool, such as tongs or a thin flexible spatula.Q: How do I clean my air fryer oven?A:
Usually, wiping down the oven with a damp cleaning cloth will suffice. Look to the next section in
this book for some more involved cleaning and care tips.Cleaning and Care TipsThe manuals
that come with the Omni ovens recommend cleaning the oven and its accessories after each
use. Realistically, this doesn’t always happen for me.If you are intent on keeping your air fryer
oven in like-new, sparkling clean condition, you’ll want to clean it as often as you can. This will
help to avoid grease becoming baked onto the inside walls of the oven, which gets harder to
clean off of surfaces the longer and the more times it is heated and cooled.All of the accessories
included with the Omni ovens are dishwasher safe. When you’re finished cooking, feel free to



place the cooking pan, air frying basket, wire oven rack, rotisserie lift, spit, forks, and screws,
and the crumb tray in the dishwasher, if you like. (I prefer to wash the rotisserie parts in a tub in
the sink, however, as they are small and easy to lose.)If you are hand-washing the air frying
basket, the best tool for the job is a dish brush rather than a sponge, which can break apart
when rubbed on the chrome mesh material. While using a sponge won’t damage any of the
accessories, the air frying basket material can be hard on sponges! If the basket is especially
dirty, soak it in a tub in the sink for a few minutes before scrubbing—it’s much easier to remove
any cooked-on food after soaking. I also like to spray my basket with Dawn Powerwash Dish
Spray before soaking—this helps to release any grease and cooked-on food very easily.As for
the oven itself, check your model’s manual to see what types of cleaning products are safe to
use. Oven cleaner is fine in some models but not recommended for others. Whatever products
you use, unplug the air fryer oven before cleaning.Most air fryer ovens can be cleaned with a
damp cloth and mild dish soap. Giving the oven a final wipe down with a 1-to-3 solution of white
vinegar and water (1 part vinegar to 3 parts water) will ensure that any soap residue is removed.
Once it is clean, let the oven dry completely before using it again.For especially tough to remove
baked-on grease, Instant Brands recommends spraying on a mixture of baking soda and
vinegar, letting it sit for a few minutes, then wiping it off.How to Convert Oven RecipesWith this
cookbook in your hands, you have over 100 recipes that are specifically written for the Omni
ovens. If you’d like to branch out and cook recipes meant for a traditional oven, though, there are
some rules of thumb to keep in mind.Temperature and Time AdjustmentCompared to a
traditional oven, an air fryer oven will cook foods much faster, especially on cooking programs
with both the top and bottom heating elements turned on. If you try to cook a recipe for a
traditional oven in the air fryer without adjusting the temperature, you will usually find that it will
overcook or burn on the outside before it is heated through. You will also find that the cooking
times for traditional oven recipes are too long for the air fryer oven. As a rule of thumb, when
converting oven recipes for the air fryer, reduce the oven temperature by 25°F and the cooking
time by 25 percent.One case where I find that this cooking time reduction rule does not always
apply perfectly well is with batter-based baked goods made in baking pans or dishes, such as
brownies and cakes. For these, I find that the temperature may have to be reduced as much as
50°F, while the cooking time may not have to be reduced significantly. As in a traditional oven,
the timing can vary based on the size, type, and material of the baking dish used.Quantity
AdjustmentKeep in mind that when converting recipes for your air fryer oven, you are limited by
the capacity of its cookware accessories. You’ve got about the area of a quarter sheet pan to
work with (9×13 inches, or half the size of a half sheet pan). The black enamel cooking pan that
comes with the Omni ovens will fit a maximum of about 2 pounds of boneless chicken, 3 pounds
of bone-in chicken, or 1½ to 2 pounds of cut-up vegetables.Chapter 1Breakfast &
BrunchBlueberry and Yogurt SconesBaked Apple OatmealZucchini and Carrot
MuffinsMacadamia-Banana French ToastDenver Omelet BakeCoconut, Hemp, and Chia
Granola
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Ash Powell, “Great guide & delicious recipes!. I got an air fryer for my birthday and I was a little
intimidated on how and where to start. So I sought out Coco’s new cookbook, but because I
LOVE her Instant Pot cookbooks. Once again, she provides such good, clear and simple
instructions on how to get started. And so far the recipes I’ve cooked with it have all been
amazing and delicious! Highly recommend! And thank you, Coco!”

L.A. Harris, “Another inspired collection of recipes from Coco Morante. I was so excited to
receive my copy of The Ultimate Air Fryer Cookbook. The photos were enticing. I love chickpeas
so I tried the Crispy Masala Chickpea Salad Bowls right away. The tamarind salad dressing, the
tasty air fryer chickpeas, and the choice of salad ingredients more than complimented each
other! This book goes beyond the usual air fryer recipes and includes so many things I can’t
wait to try. The buttermilk lime loaf cake sounds delicious. Thanks to Coco Morante for writing
another great cookbook!”

Angela Salomon, “Great recipes. Great recipes”

Aunt G, “Nice selection of recipes & tips but visually lackluster. I thought this was an OK
cookbook. There is a nice selection of recipes included and what I felt were some very helpful
types and tricks given. Visually I found the book lackluster. The recipe photos are few and far
between; so don't expect to be wowed. If you are looking for something very basic and practical,
this will do. As for myself, I'm someone that enjoys cooking and baking, loves to collect
cookbooks and is just starting to explore using the air fryer, this book was more miss than hit.
There are a few recipes that I might give a try but I won't be adding this to my collection. This is
my frank, freely posted review.”

LoriW, “Omni Air Fryer cookbook with tips for adapting to other brands or oven. This cookbook
gives comprehensive instruction and recipes for the Omni Air Fryer Oven. Air Fryer Ovens are
different than your regular Air Fryer as they have both top and bottom heating elements. The Air
Fryer Oven referenced in this cookbook is the 18-26 -liter sizes The recipes will work in either
size.This cookbook has so much great information on how to use the Omni Air Fryer Oven and,
how to use the different options on the machine in addition to the recipes. Such as the
dehydrator, slow cooker, rotisserie, etc. each option on the Omni Air Fryer Oven is covered.The
cookbook also includes tips on what tools to use. Author Coco Morante then goes over sample
questions you may have and provides the answers.It is more than a cookbook! This book gives
you valuable information on air fryer oven cooking.The author has 100 recipes with tips on how
to adapt to another oven or adapt your oven recipes to the Air Fryer Oven, with quantity and
cooking time changes noted.Starting with your first meal of the day to the very last she has
recipes. Coco also includes vegetarian recipes and how to adapt all of the recipes for Gluten-



free needs, even Dairy-Free variations. The nutritional information is also included for each
recipe. Many recipes also include ingredient changes for adding variety.Delicious recipes for
breakfast/brunch, snacks and appetizers, meats and poultry, and desserts are covered that
Coco created. Each recipe has detailed instructions that are easy to follow.I am a picky eater
and found many of the recipes very good. My testament to a recipe is if I make it a second time.
The ones I tried I'll make again! There are ones I plan to try yet that sound very good.In the back,
she has a pantry section that gives you recipes for sauces, rubs, and seasoning mixes, bread
crumbs and more. This is a section that will be used over and over. There is also a time,
temperature, and rack position, chart for fresh or frozen foods.I learned so much from this
cookbook and even though I don't have that type of Air Fryer Oven I could adapt the recipes I
tried to use in my Air Fryer. They were flavorful and not complicated. I will use the book as a
reference over and over and I plan to try more recipes in the future.I do recommend this
cookbook and I thank NetGalley, Coco Morante, and the publishers HMH for allowing me to read
and review this ARC. This is my honest opinion. I gave it 4 stars not 5 because it is so specific to
the one Air Fryer Oven you do have to use your judgement when adapting to a regular air fryer
but with so much other valuable tips and recipes it's well worth getting.”

Anita as No Diva, “Great Cookbook for a New Way of Cooking. Advanced Reader Copy (ARC)
provided by the Author and Publisher via NetGalley in exchange for an fair and honest
review.After suffering a heart attack last year I knew that I had to change my diet and exercise if I
wanted to see my grandkids grow up and have families of their own. A big part to that change is
eating healthier and as part of that, I got an Air Fryer. The instruction/menu booklet that came
with it was, to put it mildly, dismal. It has next to no basic information . . . so I went looking for a
cookbook that has both basic information and tasty recipes. This cookbook answered a lot of my
questions and inspired me to try some new recipes and revisit some oldies cooked in a new way.
Sometimes you have to just jump in with both feet and that's what I did. Committing to a new way
of cooking and eating has been a challenge, but the health results are worth it.”

Marianne, “Solid Cookbook. This cookbook has recipes that run from pretty basic to a bit more
exotic for all taste buds. It’s not a large cookbook, containing only 100 recipes. Nor is it vey
glossy, providing very few photos. But it does have some good basic info and very nice detailed
instructions. Nutritional info is provided as well as suggestions for taking recipes in different
dietary directions (vegan for example). I have tried a few different recipes so far and have found
them tasty and worth repeating. When it comes to cookbook I generally like a hard copy so that
does affect my experience a bit. I think many people from beginners to experts will find
something to appreciate in this cookbook.Thanks to NetGalley, the author and Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt for a copy in exchange for a review.”

Tawney L. Mazek, “Good even if you don't have the specific air fryer. Lots of useful information



and good recipes whether you have the specific brand of air fryer oven this was written for,
another brand or even a basket type fryer. The first chapter covers tools and accessories, do's
and don'ts, pantry essentials and recipe conversions. It's worth the read. The recipes go from
simple to more complex. It's a nice mix of familiar and not so everyday. They cover all the bases
for meals, appetizers, snacks. The last section is called pantry and has recipes for sauces,
mayos and seasonings. There are notes on variations and gluten free and dairy free
substitutions. The book is thorough and clearly written. If you own a different air fryer oven or
basket type air fryer you may need to make some adjustments, but there's plenty here to try.”

Christina Dib, “Like. Has some interesting recipes in it.”

The book by Coco Morante has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 35 people have provided feedback.
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